
Rowing Terms/Commands 
 
Cox: Short for "coxswain", the person who steers the boat and gives 
commands to rowers. “The Boss” 

 
(Commands for lifting/carrying the boat) 

 
Hands On: At this point there is NO TALKING just listening! On command, 
Everyone grips boat at the gunnels, preparing to lift. No lifting at this point. 
 
To the Waist: On command, Everyone lifts boat to the waist. 
 
Shoulders: On command, Everyone lifts boat to the shoulders, facing the 
bow of the boat, walk the boat to the water/dock. 
 
Hands Across: On command, with your inside hand/shoulder that is inside 
the boat, you will reach across to the other gunnels. 
 
Over heads: On command, Everyone will lift the boat over their head, each 
hand on the outside gunnels. 
 
Roll the Boat: On command, Everyone will roll the boat into the water away 
from shore/dock 
 
Count down when Ready: From Bow everyone will say their seat number 
when they are all set to get into the boat. NO one enters the boat until the 
Cox calls it! 
 
Bow Four enter the boat: Seats 1, 2, 3, 4  
Stern Four enter the boat: Seats 5, 6, 7, 8 
 
Count down when ready: After everyone is tied into their shoes, sure their 
oar is locked in and sitting ready to row……..from bow everyone counts 
down 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
 

Now we are ready to row! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Commands you will hear the Coxswain call throughout practice 
 
Whey Enough/Wayne Off!!: NO Rowing! 
 
Slide: Call to start to move the seat up or back. 
 
Check it down: An emergency command to stop the boat by jamming the 
oars into the water to create massive drag. 
 
Hold water: A command by a coxswain for the oarsmen to place their blades 
horizontally in the water to stop the shell quickly; similar to "check it 
down", but usually less dramatic. 
 
Set the boat: The balance of a boat. 
 
Back Water: reverse position of blade so you are making the boat move in 
the opposite direction. 
 
Back it + your seat number: back water when asked. 
 
Touch it + your seat number: take one stroke when asked. 
 
Square Blade: To rotate the blade of the oar while rowing so the blade is 
perpendicular to go into the water. Act before the Catch. 
 
Catch: The act of the oar initially engaging the water during rowing (The 
blade is square to enter the water). 
 
Drive: The part of the rowing action between the catch and the release when 
the oar is moving through the water with force. 
 
Feather Blade: To rotate the blade of an oar while rowing so the blade is 
parallel to the surface of the water. 
 
Recovery: The part of the rowing action between the release and the catch 
in which an oar is positioned for the next stroke. 
 
Release: The part of the rowing action when the oar is removed/pops out of 
the water after driving through the water (Blade is square coming out of the 
water). 
 
Layback: The amount of backward lean of an oarsman's body toward the 
bow at the end of a stroke. 
 



 
Other Rowing Terms 

 
Run: The distance a boat travels during one stroke. 
 
ERG/ERGOMETER - Rowing machine that most closely simulates rowing in a 
boat. It is used for training, testing and competitions.  
 
Stroke: 1. a complete rowing motion, made up of a catch, drive, finish, 
release, feather and recovery. 
2: the rower nearest the stern who sets the rhythm and cadence for the 
crew. 
 
Sweep-oar rowing: Rowing with one oar held by both hands 
 
Keel - as in keep the boat on keel: not leaning to port or starboard. 
 
Back splash: Spray kicked up toward the bow of a boat, created as the oar 
enters the water while still traveling toward the bow on the recovery. 
 
Front splash: Spray kicked up as the oar enters the water at the catch and 
the oarsman begins to apply pressure before the blade is submerged 
completely. 
 
Catch a crab: To make a faulty stroke, such as one where the blade either 
enters the water at a wrong angle and sinks too deep or is held at the wrong 
angle and fails to enter the water at all.
 
The Address to the boat club is: 

10648 Lake Minneola Shores, Clermont, FL 34711 

Contacts:   
· Audrea Huff- Head Youth Coach- 321-663-6397 – 

coachaudrea@lakecountyrowing.org 
· Taylor Hicklin- Youth Coach- 941-228-3182 
· Youth Committee Chair- Kim Thomson- 352-988-3806

KT@lakecountyrowing.org 
· Debbie Kiely - Masters Coach- 407-497-1035 
· Karen Dorr- Masters Coach- 321-276-7743 � � � � � � � � � 	 � 
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www.lakecountyrowing.org



Please “like” us on Facebook & Twitter: Lake County Rowing Association


